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Problem Based Learning Discussion

PBLD: 
 There are millions of Americans that do not eat 

well, make poor diet choices, lack the financial 
resources to provide healthy diet, etc.

 Brainstorm ways to decrease hunger in America.



 Place corporate executives in charge of food decisions, 
determination of “need.” Revolving door of execs to gov 
agencies and boards.

 Impede farmers, grocers, restaurants from operating unless 
they provide for proven need

 Discourage innovation. Mandate compliance. “Quality.”
 Restrict farm and restaurant equipment, crop irrigation, food 

transportation, commerce according to “need.”
 Force increased pricing upon consumers in order to 

subsidize and protect the existing participants in exchange 
for their promises to provide charity food. 



 Restrict menu options and grocery selections to 
the necessary

 Mandatory food clubs. Restrict consumers' food 
acquisition to certain “networks.”

 Everyone must have the same type and amount 
of food, otherwise it is unfair.

 Strict licensing and regulation, complicated and 
expensive compliances to protect the public.



 Add 10-12 layers of bureaucracy
 Create hidden price schemes
 No one knows what anything costs until they get an 

inflated bill, part of which the food network will cover. 
Maybe.

 Pay farmers to destroy crops and animals to support 
artificial pricing floors, control competition.

 When it all fails, blame free markets and greedy 
producers.



Certificate of Needs (CON) Laws

 History/Premise
 Community-based planning, “needs”
 “Appropriate” allocation of resources
 May limit equipment, services, facilities, 
procedures, hospital beds,…

 Promote access to care
 Improve quality
 Decrease costs



 Reduce “leakage” of paying customers to 
outpatient centers leaving hospitals with 
poor reimbursements and indigent care

 Push new services and facilities into under-
served areas

 National Health Planning and Resources 
Development Act, 1974: federal funding tied 
to states passing CON laws. States complied

 Began partial repeals in 1986.



Quid pro quo: Big Gov decreases 
competition

Grants monopoly status
Purposeful market distortion
Increase establishment hospitals 
profits in exchange for “charity” care.
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Do Certificate-of-Need Laws Increase Indigent Care?
Thomas Stratmann and Jake Russ. Jul 15, 2014.



Click the link!
IJ's “CON Job” - 90 second spot
https://youtu.be/vkopXpUOs3M



www.healthcapital.com



Findings:

 “Financing a subsidy to the medically indigent”
 Create barrier to entry to increase profits for 
existing entities

 “Cross subsidize”
 Cost shifting by raising prices/costs to consumer
 Regardless, proponents still assert cost 
containment



 Indigent access is not improved
 States that regulate hospital beds have 131 fewer 
beds per 100,000 population. (US avg is 362 per 
100K)

 States that regulate MRIs have 2.5 fewer hospitals 
with MRIs

 Market distortion enacted to correct a market 
distortion (an attempt to decrease the 
MC/Medicaid FFS incentives)



 Incumbent providers protected from competition 
on price and quality

 New competitors are excluded. Effects on quality, 
costs, innovation? Fewer options, less access.

 Hospital corporations benefit by excluding 
physician-owned facilities, but tend to expand 
heavily. A crane for every hospital.

 “But what about the 'leakage' of premium 
payers?” How do we help maintain hospital 
funding?



Your poor business model is not my problem. The 
fact that your business requires constant subsidy is 
a glaring sign of its unsustainability and 
inefficiency.

- Tom Woods (paraphrased), Mises Circle, Houston, 
TX, Jan 2015.



CON Law by State (1974 - 2000)



CON States as of 2012
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A few questions:

 Will new federal health care laws make state 
CON laws worse, irrelevant, and/or replace 
them with something more constraining?

 Will PPACA, etc give rise to an entirely new 
set of cartel structures? (EMR, auditors, 
CME, MOC, ICD-10 billers, preferential 
reimbursements, acquisitions of private 
practice,…)

 Section 6001 of the ACA: restrictions on 
physician-owned specialty hospitals, 
expansion. A new form of federal CON?



 Even if not titled “CON,” of course every 
state has an array of laws, rules and 
regulations of varying complexity that limit 
medical practice, increase costs, decrease 
access, impede competition and quality.

 Utilitarian vs. philosophic argument



Politics

(or The Tree of Liberty?) 



How does one change CON laws?



“The government is good at 
one thing. It knows how to 
break your legs, and then hand 
you a crutch and say, ‘See, if it 
weren’t for the government, you 
wouldn’t be able to walk.’”

~ Harry Browne
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Dr. Rice is a board certified anesthesiologist in private practice for 9 years 
prior to recently accepting a position with Washington University School of 
Medicine in St Louis. A native Texan, in 2013, he followed his general surgery 
resident wife to Missouri for her training. He is currently serving as Treasurer of 
the Missouri Chapter of AAPS, working on an MBA, and will be the anesthesia 
director of the South County Surgery Center slated to open in March 2016, as a 
joint venture between Wash U and Barnes-Jewish Hospital. All of this is with an 
eye towards the Doctors Rice owning or participating in a direct care model 
surgery center in a few years. In the meantime, Dr. Rice is enjoying the St. Louis 
microbrew culture, two high energy canine Boxers, and investigating the 
ramifications of politico-economics and government on self-ownership.

He can be contacted at mtoddrice@gmail.com


